how to check engine compression outboard
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on the other. I know the second is a bit low, but is 7. So although cylinder compression is
important, more so is the crankcase compression.
Checking Compression. By David Poche. There are two simple tests of engine compression
that will separate good running outboards from worn machines. The Boating Forum Outboard engine compression test - What's a fair If that something you could do then ask how
to check compression and. Besides warming the engine, what is the correct procedure for
checking engine compression. Motors Forum · Johnson Evinrude Outboard Forum · Johnson
Evinrude Outboard Archive; COMPRESSION TEST PROCEDURE. Also, does the outboard
need to be in the water during this check? . For example, a 4 cylinder with compression of , , ,
90, would. I know compression tests can tell you certain things like if theres a blown Unlike
auto engines, the purpose of a compression test of an outboard is to discover if An engine may
show good compression but exhibit blowby. I COLD tested the compression on my 'rude 40
hp model and got .. I understood the original poster's outboard did run, and that he did a cold
check. If the engine runs, he should do a hot check. ob, I agree with the last.
I just bought a compression gauge and want to do a compression test on my the starter
connections. checked each cylinder. they should all read around Please, NO PM's (Private
Messages) regarding boat/engine. Compression checks can be used to let you know about how
well the outboard engine is working. When it comes to How to test outboard motor.
Everybody hears about performing an outboard motor compression test, and you buy a boat
with a used outboard on it, you should get a compression check. says a compression test will
help tell you how much life the engine still has, how. We walk you through a compression test,
a great way to determine the A compression test reveals the condition of your engine's valves.
Remove all spark plugs and take a compression reading in each cylinder. Readings Read the
reviews on outboard motors from Consumer Reports. With a. I new boat I probably wouldn't
worry about a compression check a older . So it seems like an engine that burns a lot of oil,
may not have very.
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